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Scope
Photographs of incidental functional objects that
decorate the environment become telling signs of the cul
ture. They can be seen as indicators and signatures. Often
by their dislocation and abruptness they have altered the
landscape. I approach the suburban landscape with an inten
tional naivete concerning its visual material, thereby
extracting elements of form, line and color. Disassociating
objects from their ordinary functions creates a juxtaposi
tion against the landscape which is often whimsical and
amus ing .
The works of several photographers have influenced me.
Among them, Joel Meyerowitz whose New England landscapes
create a different reality than the actual one, a world
which is imbued with fantasy, is deeply nostalgic and fre
quently amusing. I also admire Eggles ton's formal rigor
and use of color,
talents.1
which give him the ability to
make prosaic subjects much larger than they might normally
seem to be. Finally, Gary Winogrand is a major force in
that we have similar orientations. His humor and eye for
the odd moment are qualities I would like to have reflected
in my own work, although our formal concerns are very
different.
The aesthetic most affecting me is that of the
pictorial: where the photograph is to some degree indepen
dent of the subject before the camera. Although related to
the surroundings which produce it, the completed photograph
is an original event, capable of generating response in the
viewer. In fact it becomes a new experience for that
viewer.
I intend to perfect my techniques of subtractive color
printing, adjustment of color balance, and interpretive
printing. The final body of work will consist of a minimum
of twenty color prints, shot in suburban areas. It will be
printed on Kodak Ektacolor N surface. I use a wide angle
lens in order to exaggerate perspective, bringing the whole






I select my subject by exploring the area where I plan
to photograph. Initially, my choice of subject is governed
by its amusing, incongruous or whimsical quality. I prefer
to shoot where there are puffy, white clouds against a blue
sky and when the light has an almost orange red glow. I
intentionally accent bold, artificial colors where I find
them.
By my method of selection I hope to direct the
attention of the viewer and suggest alternative associa




view camera and at times a 35mm camera. I find the
view camera is best for constructing formal arrangements
since it maximizes sharpness and allows for great detail.
The photographs reflect my strong interest in design,
spatial relationships, and color composition. The work
will be exhibited in the MFA gallery and a final thesis
report submitted according to MFA requirements.
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Working on my thesis report almost six months after my
exhibition, I can understand the often accepted fact, that
art, to be appreciated, should not be viewed too closely;
for the detail becomes overwhelming. Only at an appropri
ate distance can the full gestalt be focused upon. I am
also aware that in any final analysis and evaluation
regarding visual art, much subjective interpretation comes
in. I maintain that this, too, has some redeeming quality,
because it evolves out of the original creative idea which
initiated the particular body of work. I shall endeavor to
describe the progression of my ideas, as I was working to
concretize my vision.
The problem as I saw it when I set out, was to
complete a body of pictures which would illustrate objects
out of place, apparently miscast in their environment.
Within the framework of the photographs, these objects
would take on their own unique significance. They were to
be held together structurally by camera style and color,
as well as what could be described as an almost mystical
quality in the unique relationship
of the objects to one
another, which I sensed
intuitively.
I think it is important to give some attention to the
academic implications of social, cultural and historical
significance in an effort not to overemphasize the photo
graphic part of the thesis.
Historical Perspective
My photographic antecedents correspond to the work
done in the tradition of the New Realist vision.
The aesthetic is characterized by photogra
phy's inherent syntax, its accuracy and
sensitivity to concrete particulars. New
Realism's involvement is in the mysteries,
delights and significance of the ordinary.
The aesthetic to which it addresses itself
relies heavily on the quirky, the acciden
tal, the fortuitous, and the matter of
fact. New Realism deals with the discovery
of art in the every day environment. 1
In
"Signatures,"
my thesis work, my objective was to photo
graph the incidental, functional objects that decorate the
environment, which themselves, become telling signs of the
culture .
In addition to the influences cited in my proposal,
many of my ideas emerged, and were enriched as a result of
further reading. The Arts in Modern American Civilization
by John Kouwenhoven exerted a significant influence on my
thinking.
The development of the American Vernacu
lar is the unique factor of a democratic
technological art. The patterns of
colors, shapes,
sounds and ideas which
plain people produce. .. .the forms are,
in reality, the products of a unique
kind
of folk art. 2
It was apparent the
Kouwenhoven'
s thesis concerned
technology's imprint on American Art. I worked to trans
late this idea into photography, as well as to have my
photographs reflect in some subtle way the personalities of
4
the individuals whose ornaments decorated the environment.
This relationship between American art and American
life is what I sought to focus my attention upon, specific
ally in the Florida landscape. Certain ideas soon became
obvious to me from my work: a predilection for specific
types of objects, and for certain types of relationships;
i.e., the technological proliferation and use of plastic
products as seen in relation to vernacular products in
American art. My concept was further reinforced by Nathan
Lyons in The Great West. I quote,
Photography has achieved an unprece
dented mirroring of the things of our
culture. We have pictured so many
aspects and objects of our environment
in the form of the photograph, that
the composite of these representations
has assumed the proportions and identi
ty of actual environment. Picture
makers have continuously attempted to
perceive relationships within their
environment. As a result many have
become increasingly conscious that
these environmental relationships of
objects involve associations with form
on other than purely literal terms. 3
These concepts elaborated by Nathan Lyons contributed to my
already half
formulated idea of photographing objects
juxtaposed in the environment. I recognized the fact that
often they were somewhat banal objects
distributed here and
there, Americana of a special sort, plastic,
and technolog
ical in origin. I had already begun to record and identify
them in backyards, gardens, recreational areas, wherever
and whenever I could find them. After my readings, the
work began to take on more meaning. Now I saw them more
and more as aspects of current everyday American life,
representing people in the localized areas where they were
found. These objects appeared as temporary fragments of a
lifestyle, similar, yet different. They were individual
and representative in the same way handwriting is identi
fiable in its association with particular people: hence,
Signatures.
In retrospect I see how my theoretical philosophy was
modified during the actual working process of developing
the body of my thesis. I began to direct my emphasis from
its original concentration on juxtaposition, to other
recognized, or felt relationships between the objects and
their environments. Some of these changes were the result
of practical consideration, of course, such factors as
time, heat, and the weather, and availability, as I noted
in my journal. The lifestyles of Floridians
did not make
for easy access in viewing
backyard gardens and more
intimate areas surrounding their homes, places where my
objects would be found, and could be identified.
When I examine an object and extract from its environ
ment, new meanings are
derived from its fresh pictured
context. The objects become visual elements that are seen







These domesticated objects also appeared to have a quality
of parody underlying the attempt by people to modify their
own surroundings .
There is by the very nature of this attempt, a natural
diversity of subject matter. The diversity, however, is
only superficial. The basic philosophy underlying my
search was illustrated, not by the similarity of identical
subject matter, but by uniformity of treatment and
pictorialization.
As I reflect back upon the work, I believe with some
certainty the work has a particular stylistic approach,
which I consider fundamental to its presentation. The
approach is an integration of Topographic and Pictorial
aesthetics. Among the most important criteria are
selection and framing, using the camera for its descriptive
rigors. Topographies aims at simple representation of the
objects depicted. Pictorialism emphasizes interpretive
values.
Aesthetic Techniques
I employed the large format camera because of its
ability to crystallize detail, and to document information.
Direct photographs, I felt, were the best representation of
my feelings and ideas concerning the American landscape. I
ascribed to the camera's descriptive ability of
verisimuli-
tude, yet I realize that my own proclivity for whimsy and a
touch of irony is in the work. My treatment of subject
matter has as its basis, structure and design. Sculptural
qualities of texture, light, and form in domesticated
objects are generally seen in response to the natural
environment, and its containment. In all the pictures, the
subject is approached frontally, so that composition is
based on straight lines parallel to the edges of the
picture, which I consider a contemporary quality, rather
than the recessive diagonals, which was an approach
recommended by the 19th century photographers. My own
formal prescription was very much in tune with my ideas.
Similar to the letters of the alphabet, it was basic for
the sake of clarity.
Color Theory and Practice
Color is a basic indefinable mental
sensation resulting from the stimula
tion of the retina of the eye by
electromagnetic radiations, called
light, which lie within the wave
length range of approximately 400-700
millimicrons. The term, colored, is
applied to objects by virtue of their
power of reflection or transmission
of light falling within this band of
wavelengths. 5
Above is a technical definition of color as given from
Raymond Spottiswood's Film and Its Techniques. But when
color is used in art a more complex and emotional and
intellectual response takes place. This I find is stated
most effectively in the following passage from Robert Henri.
...one has not only to see color but
one must see it beautifully, meaning
fully, constructively as a factor in
the making of something that is not
exactly that thing before him...
This thing of seeing things. All
kinds of seeing. Dead seeing. Live
seeing. Things that are filled with
the wondrous. Yes, color must be
seen beautifully that is meaningfully,
and used as a constructive agent,
borrowed from nature, not copied and
used to build, but used only for its
building power lest it will not be
beautiful. 6
At the beginning of my work at R.I.T. I was unfamiliar
with color in photography. I employed the basic principles
of black and white, exploring visual elements
and structural
possibilities in pictorial construction. A year passed by
before I discovered my love affair with color. I
have from
early years been fascinated by the modeling capacity of
color. I may at heart be a frustrated painter or sculptor.
In a high school art class I recall building a wire
sculpture with red, blue and yellow wires. The color
served to create dimension within dimension by the colors
juxtaposed against each other. "Since Cezanne, it has been
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clear that when color is employed, it is
form."
In my first work, Color Carnival, I also illustrated
how color can define the spatial planes either emphasizing
a feeling of perspective or intensifying the flatness.
However, in Signatures , which I felt was more thematic
exploration, I wanted a synthesis and I integrated my
knowledge of black and white and color in such a way as to
strengthen the use of color in each image. "Hering and
Chevreul taught that color and light were, in fact, the
primary means of visual orientation, defining line and
form."8
I believe my method for constructing images was worked
out in accordance with the precepts of Johannes Itten. In
his discussion on the aesthetic of color, he explains three
divisions for construction; impression
-
visually,
expression - emotionally, and construction
- symbolically.
I kept these ideas in mind and they are implicit in my
thesis photographs.
I utilized concepts of design as well as emphasizing
contrasting colors: cold and warm contrast, complementary
10
contrast, and contrast related to proportion.
In photographing the Beach Chairs on the sand, I used
the principle of contrast of proportion. Simultaneously
within the same image I also employed the precept of cold
and warm contrast i.e., orange and yellow chairs as seen
against a predominantly blue background. I structured the
image on the basis of horizontal bands of color, being
interrupted by the chairs and dots of color. I maintain
that using points of color against a neutral ground, the
color conveys a special vitality.
Plate 1
I employed the same technique in
the signature of red
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flags against sand and blue sky. These bits of color
against a neutral ground create a subtle tension, and
emphasize the desolate expression of the predominant area.
Robert Henri also stated, "... in experimentation I have
seen arrangements of bright color and the neutral present
the phenomenon of a transference of brilliancy."
Plate 2
Again, red and brown
stains of color trail toward the
shell of a Volkswagon lying underneath a small palm. Puffy
rich blue skies create a picturesque impression, the only
deviation is the (freaky) oddity of a VW body. I quote
from Henri Matisse,
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The object must act powerfully on the
imagination. The artist's feeling
expressing itself through the objects
must make the object worthy of inter
est. It says only what it is meant




My search for the incidental artifact was often frus
trating. At times I thought of myself as an explorer
scouring the environment for these left over, miscast
objects, which if isolated, in themselves would be of
little significance. But in their juxtaposition, and with
in the contextual fr-ame of the picture, they took on a
semblance of self, quite apart from the original function
for which they may have been created.
In the course of developing my thesis over a period of
time, a series of different observations were validated.
The most prominent were; first my perception and impressions
of technology's influence on art; and second, how everyday
objects can be seen as art objects. The latter concept
originally was promulgated by Marcel Duchamp. He had first





A commonplace object was treated in
such a way that its normal meaning had given way to another,
so that it became an artistic concept. Some of the
earliest pictures in my thesis illustrate this point. For
example, a truck with orange
and yellow chairs, and the
photograph of lampshades on a clothesline.
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Plate 4 Plate 5
A third issue I observed ,_ as I examined my photographs, was
man's containment of the natural environment by using
representation or substitution of the artificial for
natural products. Examples of this can be seen in Astro-
turf lawn with picnic umbrella, and the Painted Palms
combined with living Palm trees.
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Plate 6
As the work progressed, a principle which also came to
my attention, illustrated
how the natural landscape appears
facetious, so that grapefruits can be seen
as strange
balloons adorning a tree.
16
Plate 7
Finally objects taken out of context seem to take on an
organic structure and even a sentient animism. Some
evidence of such domesticated objects1 are; the Netting as




I had begun to think that the natural world functions
as a forgotten thing, conquered by totemic monuments, a
created reality of souvenirs. The symbolic quality in the
objects I pictured provided a sense of the ludicrous, even
a subtle irony. Indeed, isolated, forlorn objects appeared
at times to indicate emotional states keyed by color.
These passive objects had for me a dynamic force, a human
vitality. They were the result of simple acts and choices
occurring within the context of everyday lives of people.
After my gallery show I viewed my assembled pictures
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and felt that I had faithfully executed my projected goals.
The task I had set for myself, namely to assemble a group
of pictures showing the effect of found objects and how
they altered the pictured environment. In my work I did
not attempt interpretation per se. Yet I can see how it
has become a worthwhile part of the viewing experience.
But while employing the camera to record what I was seeing,
I tried to remain neutral. I was looking only for the
clearest most correct view, and not a point of view. I
have often asked myself whether it is reasonable to expect
an artist to remain entirely neutral in approach. I am not
sure I was always successful in maintaining neutrality.
But it does not worry me.
From my thesis sharing the
interpretive and emotional
responses were for the most part enthusiastic. If I were
to alter any aspect of the exhibit
as it appeared, I might
have chosen to use uniformly sized prints. Uniformity of
size may lend an air
of consistency to an exhibit. But my
exhibit had an implicit consistency as I have already
pointed out. The responses to the show varied in
relation
to a particular picture, and that
is to be expected. It
confirms what I remembered reading about the artist,
Albert
Ryder's comment on the singular
'individuality'
of art,
Essentially he stated "that
each person reaches the heights
by his or her own route,




It was not my intention that my images reflect a pro
found philosophical statement. I did not set out to
discover new untried technological procedures. I can liken
my quest somewhat to a treasure hunt that children some
times play, where they track down objects which are pertin
ent to some previously set forth outline or structure. I
am confident that I have produced some
'treasures'
of value.
I believe the constellation of pictures I have
assembled here are an honest straightforward statement of
my ideas. They have involved preparation, a searching out,
a great deal of energy expended in experimentation, trial
and error, and finally a concentration on the best possible
use of the medium and its recommended techniques. I also
believe the pictures presented here reveal my authentic
involvement, both intellectual and emotional. I also
credit the positive results of the photographs to my
utilizing the potential of
photographic color, and the
sensitive attention given to the work in progress by my
advisors i.e., Kathy, Charlie,
Judd and Nathan. I believe
one of the positive attributes of my exhibit
is that these
items could become within the context
of my photos,
"elegant."
I know my images
gave pleasure to the viewer.
I have been told at one
time that I make elegant pictures.
In this exhibit I agree that I
have given importance to




objects in themselves may have
been trivial, perhaps
20
appearing as I have previously mentioned as incongruous in
their setting. They have become evidence in my photographs
of what I believe to be a small portion of backyard America
in our era.
My assignment is completed. The thesis was interesting
although difficult. But it has motivated me to attempt to
explore this area of subject matter in a more extensive
manner in the near future.
21
Journal
Thursday, Nov. 30, 1978
My first day in Florida. I shot one roll of film;
bicycles and bicycle covers. I feel that my composition is
much too tight in its structure. I seem to be at too great
a distance from the object. I should have been much
closer.
Friday, Nov. 31, 1978
I'm rereading my 4 x 5 material; reviewing so I can
return to using the large format camera. I just love
technical detail, and the formal process, and its
discipline. I dream about frontal photographs, and flat,
two-dimensional surfaces. Where is the poetry? Can it be
revealed in a singular image? Does the work mandate a
progression of imagery?
Sunday, Dec. 2, 1978
Today is the third day in Florida. I went out to
photograph. After two hours of looking, I headed home with
out a single exposure. I'm scared the time will go by and
I won't be able to complete my project.
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Monday, Dec. 3, 1978
Pour days and still no photographs - there must be
places I ought to explore to find what I need. I have
begun to ask people if I can photograph around their homes.
I cannot intrude. It's against my code. I might have to
stay in Florida longer than I expected. I don't like the
idea too much. (Florida is a state blatantly divided by
social classes. It's shocking!) The hedges are so high
with a great many Beware of Dog signs.
Tuesday, Dec. 4, 1978
Photographing with my 4 x 5
- it weighs a ton! I
never stray too far from my car. The fates
seem to have it
in for me, I'm convinced. I've
underexposed all my film!
Sunday, Dec. 6, 1978
Florida is so terribly private. The most exciting
photograph I've taken thus far is of a Palm Tree
decorated
for Christmas.
Thursday, Dec. 9, 1978
I have to return to some
of the places I've been to,
and reshoot. It was difficult
enough the first time! I




on my exposure meter was off - all my photographs lost.
Some of the technical problems I've encountered have been:
processing streaks, scratches on the film due to sending it
to a lab that had a roller transport system which is satis
factory for 35mm but 'lousy* for 4x5. Photographing in
Indian Town standing on top of my father's stationwagon, a
truck whizzes by, camera, tripod, and I tremble.
Friday, Dec. 10, 1978
Today things went better. My photographs seem to be a
catalogueing. The light here is so different - I'm just
beginning to adjust to it.
Tuesday, Dec. 11, 1978
Almost two weeks have passed and I am frustrated,
looking for elusive somethings. Where are those abundant
proliferation of objects I expected? All the yards I can
see have been cleaned for the holiday. It has started to
rain. The American Scene, show has altered my intention.
It seems I'm searching for Rochester in Florida, just
datalogueing
'Americana.'
Friday, Dec. 12, 1978
I must extend my time here. So far my thesis looks
like alot of lawn furniture. Every day I drive along and I
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hear my favorite Florida advertisements on the radio (it is
an announcement of a pet store's "grand opening."
Tarantulas, red rats, and snakes for only 9.95). What a
bargain!
Dec. 15, 1978
I am beginning to know my way around in this environ
ment. There is a backyard I am going to photograph today.
Grapefruit trees, ripe yellow fruit, looks like big
balloons. It's the day before Christmas, I am about to
pack my photo equipment. I hear the woman calling from the
back door, "Young lady, come in for a
moment."
I walk
slowly, a little worried. She hands me a small wrapped
package. It's a jar of orange marmalade! I found it tangy
and redolent of the aromatic peels of various citrus. I
recall this pungent flavor each time I see my photo of the
grapefruit tree.
By virtue of my project, I often meet the people
associated with the objects. I encounter them out of
necessity. My approach is very slow and rather awkward,
since I've decided to use a view camera. My main motivation
for using the view camera
is for more control over the
structure and composition.
I want my vision to be apparent,
and the formal constructions to be straightforward,
but not
obtrusive or sentimental. I go to great
lengths to get
permission to photograph. Maybe it's
because I feel so
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strongly about people's right to privacy. Usually people
are warm and cooperative. Only occasionally I encounter
paranoia and reluctance. Probably because of my ethics I
have lost many good pictures, but I feel good about my
approach, and no photograph recalls an unpleasant incident.
On the contrary, overall it's been encouraging, even
motivating. Although I'm not interested in photographing
people at this time, I feel that many times these signatures
are revealing portraits of them.
Dec. 17, 1978
Construction is constant here. Huge mounds of sand,
where trees and bushes grew a few days before. They put
electric wires in the ground, red markers for danger
signals
as traces to indicate the advent perhaps of new condos. I
have been watching the sun for almost
an hour. I stand in
the middle of a traffic island. The
trucks rumble by at an
amazing speed. My camera
vibrates. I hope this shot will
be worthwhile. I believe what
Johannes Itten says about
color is true. "Visual
impression in color pictures reveal
emotional
expression." I'm reading Kouwenhoven
and the
book is influencing what I
look for. He discusses American
Arts and sees their strength
in prefab buildings, daguer
reotypes, and machinery,
what he calls vernacular art. I'm




For the past two days it's rained, and I've been
reading a book about Kandinsky.
Dec. 20, 1978
In his book, Concerning the Spiritual in Art, Kandinsky
states, "To make the object express itself, the artist
depends on his eye. His soul would confine itself to photo
graphic aims not just an inventory. Expression by
styliza-
tion and idealization, away from literal color to
artistic."
I accept this theme, I must try to incorporate it in my own
work. My concerns are expressed best by borrowing the
words of Matisse, "To translate my emotions, my feelings
and the reactions of my sensibility into color and
design."
Dec. 20, 1978
Back on the road I am intrigued by a remnant of an old
Volkswagon. It's perched half on the terrain, the other
half on concrete. In my mind I see it
as a bit of present
day sculpture. In another
era it might have been a huge
shell, or a
prehistoric creature's skeleton. In its bare
simplicity it evokes a variety
of ideas. Yet it is only
the wrecked exterior of an old car.
When I emerge from
under the dark cloth, my face
is glowing with heat. I see
an old man approaching from
the house nearby. He has a
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pitcher. "Girly, my wife sent me out with some lemonade,
thought you might be thirsty." Of course, not everyone in
Florida is so hospitable. When I ring doorbells to ask
permission to photograph, I am sometimes greeted by
growling dogs and snappish people.
Dec. 30, 1978
I feel my thesis premise is changing out of a response
to this topography and my own attitude. I believe I'm
concerned more now with the incongruous and odd objects. I
find so many titles; Pictorial Juxtaposition may be too
academic. I am thinking of Signatures - marks on the land
scape that signify American culture.
Jan. 8, 1979
Back in Rochester, returned from Florida yesterday.
Five hours printing, another box of paper. When I see the
finished print I notice an area screaming for attention.
Jan. 25, 1979
The ice cold weather in Rochester only serves to
intensify my frustration. I'm eager to return to Florida
to photograph. I believe there is much more I can do.
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March 13, 1979
After my return to R.I.T. and conferences with my
advisors, several ideas evolved. My direction has been
somewhat diverted. My return to Florida seemed necessary.
I had time to evaluate, judge, reject and select work. I
believe a second viewing of the Florida environment would
be significant for me. I have begun to develop an eye for
the light. I feel more comfortable now that I am familiar
with the area.
March 14, 1979
Today I photographed a golden bean tree and a grey
wagon. I'm trying to just respond and photograph, and not
think too much about how it will work with the overall
solution to my thesis problem. I
photographed plastic
parakeets, and waited for
an hour for the clouds to move
away from the sun, so
the shadows would be pronounced. The
puffy, white
clouds never seem to be there anymore, and
they move in the wrong
direction. I'm looking for a
hammock - none to be seen. Found
objects have personality,
characteristics typical and atypical.
March 15, 1979
It has become much hotter
here. I am photographing
the oceanside. At least
there is a coolness about it. I
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wait till most of the swimmers have gone. I watch the sun
chase cloud shadows. I chose to photograph these beach
chairs, tiny souvenirs, bits of color marking the time.
March 17, 1979
Raphael Samuel is an artist I became acquainted with
in my travels with my 4 x 5. I found him working in his
backyard, a garden of sculptures. He was delighted to help
me in my thesis endeavor, and suggested I photograph
anywhere I liked. It was a marvelous experience. I felt I
had stumbled into a place similar to what I imagined about
Monet's garden. Dancing sculptures was the photo that
resulted, the play of light





I had had occasion to call Kathy while in Florida to
report on my progress and predicaments. Her response was,
"Keep
working."
Charlie's response to any quandry was
similar. "When in doubt, stay in
Florida."
Upon my return from Florida, the thesis board reviewed
the pictures and found the work satisfactory. Only by
working through the thesis process did I focus upon
different ideas, visible to my advisors, but at times
unclear to me. I was aided by their judgment as they
pointed out the photographs they liked and disliked, and
gave their reasons. By this review I became conscious of
particulars that were effective as well as what factors
operated in their preferences. Charlie liked suggestive
lines of color. Colors that tickled a neutral space.
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Plate 10
He directed my attention to the gesture of line as an
important compositional element. Judd enjoyed the three-
dimensional effect of the patterns of light next to Dancing
Sculptures. Kathy was excited by open spaces in dramatic
contrast to large structual elements, particularly evident
in the image of the baseball field.
At another thesis meeting, the board eliminated
seventy-five of my pictures. They did so on the basis of
difference in style since these images showed more
painterly and abstract influences.
The major portion of
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the work was much more photographic and representational in
nature. They suggested that emphasizing this style made
for a more cohesive body of work. Later, at a thesis class




Notes from Nathan's class
"Typology information of objects with incredible
fidelity. Devaluation of symbols average man has lost the
key to his own being. Documentation of pseudo event....
Perceptual activity markmaking connected to historic
issues."
On route to Oswego - I plan to photograph indigenous
artifacts peculiar to the suburban American culture,
removed from their contextual references. There are five
places I want to photograph.
1. Stars on Pole
2. Crossed Flags by Gas Station
3. Yellow Post in Landscape
4. Truck with Chairs
Fall
Purple Bus
Greece Little League Diamond
Swimming Pool and Slide
Kathy, Charlie and Judd suggest I try
not to be so
tight in my structure
- suggested I take greater risks by
looking at something in perhaps
three different ways.
Charlie suggested that I loosen my
pictorial structure by
using a 35mm on a
tripod.
34
Nathan pointed out the importance of color, and possi
bilities of subtle and direct color. Also said to watch
what I was doing with perspective as context for picturing
stuff,
Winter
22nd St. Avenue C Florida
1. Net and Webbing, around the block is a round, blue pool
in a forest environment
2. Reshoot Christmas tree on Haverhill Rd.
3. Reshoot Net
4. Return to Dartboard on Tree
5. Photograph Cactus on Mailbox
6. Photograph Grapefruits
7. Go down Military Trail
8. Cows Under Signs
9. Bikes
10. Odd Lion on Doorway
11. Cemetary with Plastic Flowers
12. Construction Site
After returning from Florida. Nathan's contribution
"Pictures of the inconsequential - Photographs of the
inconsequential - Picture becomes the environment. An
attitude toward the environment. Subject matter emphasized.
Color rather than formal aspects emphasized. Print and




too much about what you've
done."
From thesis class: Is it object or the way I'm looking
at the object? Is it the thing itself or my perception of
the thing? Signatures reflect quality of life and individ






Rochester Institute of Technology
MFA Photo Gallery
Opening Reception
May 13, 8-10 p.m.
SPRING SERIES PHOTOGRAPHS
1 Crushed Plastic Boat Next to Sailboats
2 Little Beach Chairs
3 Yellow Umbrella and Boats
4 Sand Woman
5 Bathtub of Flowers
6 Lawn Chair on Roof with Rug
7 Pool Bubble and Zebra Chair
8 Tree with Potted Plants
9 Bean Tree
10 Plastic Birds
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